The results of our recent studies of magnetization-induced nonlinear-optical second-and third-order effects in magnetophotonic crystals and magnetophotonic microcavities are surveyed. Magnetophotonic crystals (MPCs) are fabricated from a stack of four repetitions of /4-thick layers of Bi-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Bi:YIG) and /4-thick SiO 2 layers. Magnetophotonic microcavities (MMCs) are formed from two dielectric (nonmagnetic) Bragg reflectors and ferromagnetic cavity spacers that are /2-thick Bi:YIG layers. The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr effect (NOMOKE), both in magnetization-induced second-harmonic generation (MSHG) and magnetization-induced third-harmonic generation (MTHG), is observed in MMCs at wavelengths of the resonant microcavity modes. Magnetization-induced variations of MSHG and MTHG intensities, as well as magnetization-induced shift of phase and rotation of polarization of second and third-harmonic waves, are observed in proper-transversal, longitudinal, or polar-NOMOKE configurations. Manyfold enhancement of the absolute values of both the MSHG and MTHG intensities are attributed to the localization of the resonant fundamental radiation in Bi:YIG microcavity spacers. The NOMOKE in MSHG intensity is observed in MPCs in the spectral range of photonic bandgap (PBG) edges. The MSHG intensity reveals enhancement by a factor of more than 10 2 if the fundamental wavelength is tuned in the vicinity of the PBG edge. This enhancement is attributed to the fulfillment of the phase-matching conditions for MSHG effect in layered structures with periodic modulation of both optical (magneto-optical) and nonlinear optical parameters.
INTRODUCTION
The studies of nonlinear magneto-optical effects in magnetophotonic crystals (MPCs) are twofold motivated, as both photonic bandgap (PBG) materials and nonlinear magneto-optics have each attracted considerable attention recently. The PBG structures-photonic crystals (PCs) and microcavities (MCs)-have been the subject of intensive studies for the past ten years. 1 Quick progress in fabrication techniques of the PBG materials brought about the observation of new phenomena in contemporary optics related to the propagation of light through sophisticated artificial structures. One of the potential advantages of PBG materials is significant enhancement of nonlinear optical effects such as second-harmonic (SHG) and third-harmonic (THG) generation in PCs. For example, modification of the dispersion law of electromagnetic waves near the PBG edges allows one to fulfill effectively the phase-matching conditions for SHG as the fundamental or second-harmonic (SH) wave is tuned near the PBG edge. 2 The SHG enhancement in one-dimensional photonic crystals due to phase-matching was proposed in Ref. 3 and later was observed in PCs formed from different semiconductors and dielectrics. [4] [5] [6] [7] Another mechanism of SHG and THG enhancement is realized in MCs possessing the resonant MC mode located in the PBG. The fundamental field is strongly localized in the MC spacer if the wavelength of the fundamental wave is adjusted to the resonant MC mode. This brings about the enhancement of nonlinear optical response that has been recently observed in MCs with chromophore, 8 polymeric, 9 or semiconductor 10, 11 spacers. A new domain of nonlinear optics appears as the second-and third-order structural nonlinearities are combined with the broken time-reversal symmetry that is due to the magnetization of ferromagnetic materials. As a result of this combination, SHG and THG become very sensitive to control by external magnetic impacts. Experimental studies of magnetization-induced secondharmonic generation (MSHG) may be traced back to the late 1980s as the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr effect (NOMOKE) and nonlinear Faraday effect in MSHG were observed in thin, magnetic garnet films. 12, 13 Later MSHG was observed in a broad variety of magnetic materials and structures such as atomically clean surfaces of magnetic single crystals under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions 14 or in air, 15 in planar-layered magnetic structures, [16] [17] [18] [19] epitaxial magnetic garnet films, [20] [21] [22] and nanogranular films. 23, 24 Giant NOMOKE, which was observed in granular films, demonstrated the role of local optical field enhancement in composite magnetic materials as a result of assistance of MSHG by resonant excitation of local plasmons in metallic nanoparticles. Another class of composite magnetic materials in which the close mechanism of NOMOKE enhancement is expected are magnetic PBG materials. This idea initiated nonlinear magneto-optical studies in MPCs, and MSHG 25, 26 and MTHG 27 have been observed recently. Diffraction in MSHG from periodic arrays of magnetic stripes, which can be considered MPCs in a certain sense, has also been observed. 28 Generally, various magnetic PBG materials (for a brief review see Ref. 29 ) yield a mechanism for molding the flow of light that is flexible under external control impacts such as dc magnetic fields. For this reason they can find widespread use as optical isolators, optical switchers, magnetic field sensors, and spatial light modulators, as well as new materials for magneto-optical imaging and detection.
MPCs with the single magnetic layer squeezed between two high-finesse dielectric Bragg reflectors have been designed recently. 30 Such MPCs act as microcavities and have a resonant optical transitionmicrocavity mode located in the PBG. Spatial localization of the optical field at the wavelength resonant with the microcavity mode leads to the Faraday-effect enhancement observed in MPCs with magnetic, Bisubstituted yttrium iron garnet (Bi:YIG), 30 Co-ferrite, 31 or Co-Sm-O granular film 32 spacers. More advanced MPCs formed of multilayer stacks of /4-thick-Bi:YIG-/ 4-thick-SiO 2 pairs that were developed recently 33 show prospective magneto-optical and nonlinear magnetooptical properties.
In this paper, recently published 27, 34, 35 and new results of nonlinear magneto-optical studies, both in Bi:YIGbased MPCs and magnetophotonic microcavities (MMCs), are surveyed.
The mechanisms of magnetizationinduced variations in SHG and THG intensity, magnetization-induced rotations of the SH and TH wave polarization, and relative SH phase shifts are discussed in terms of local field enhancement in MMCs and phasematching fulfillment in MPCs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief phenomenological description of MSHG and MTHG in magnetic films and analysis of symmetry properties of the quadratic and cubic susceptibility tensors of Bi:YIG layers of MPCs and MMCs. The details of MPC and MMC sample fabrication and the experimental setup are given in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the observation of the NOMOKE in MSHG and MTHG for MPCs and MMCs. The studies are concluded in Section 5.
BACKGROUND
In centrosymmetric materials the magnetization vector does not break inversion symmetry because of its axial nature. Consideration of the nonlinear magnet-optical effects in SHG within the electric-dipole approximation requires the lack of inversion symmetry. Magnetizationinduced effects in THG can be observed in materials of any symmetry. Electromagnetic fields at the doubled and tripled frequencies of the fundamental radiation are induced by the quadratic and cubic nonlinear polarizations P (2) (2) and P (3) (3) that are written in the electric-dipole approximation as
E is the fundamental field amplitude and (2) and (3) are the quadratic and cubic electric-dipole susceptibility tensors of magnetic material (garnets) forming the MPCs and MMCs. Hereafter, the influence of the domain walls is neglected since all effects in MSHG and MTHG presented here are observed under saturating dc magnetic fields provided for the single-domain state of magnetic garnet films. Dependence of the (2) and (3) tensors on the magnetization vector M is written as a sum of three terms:
Tensors (2, 0) and (3, 0) describe the nonmagnetic (crystallographic) contributions to (2) and (3) , respectively; axial tensors (or pseudotensors) (2, 1) and (3, 1) induce the MSHG and MTHG contributions in P (2) (2) and P (3) ϫ (3), which are odd in the magnetization; while the tensors (2, 2) and (3, 2) are responsible for the MSHG and MTHG terms even in M. Nonzero tensor elements can be found through invariance of susceptibility tensors under symmetry elements of the point group of the particular material considered, taking into account different transformation matrices for polar and axial frames.
Crystals of yttrium iron garnets possess inversion symmetry; however, thin garnet films, both epitaxial and polycrystalline, are noncentrosymmetric. The lowering of symmetry of the initially centrosymmetric garnet lattice was deduced by observation of a magnetoelectrical effect linear in the electric field that requires a medium with broken inversion symmetry. 36 Lattice deformation and variation of the lattice parameters of polycrystalline yttrium garnet films due to the formation of oxygen vacancies is obtained directly from x-ray-diffraction analysis. 37 Numerous SHG studies in magnetic garnet films also prove the breaking of inversion symmetry. For example, enhancement of quadratic susceptibility of Bi:YIG films in comparison with undoped YIG film was directly observed in reflected 38 and transmitted 22 SHG. Temperature variations of the SHG response were observed in Bi-doped garnet films grown on gadolinium gallium garnet substrates. 20, 39 Thickness dependence of SH intensity from Bi:YIG films is reported in Ref. 12 .
Inversion symmetry of Bi:YIG films is broken since the film plane is not a mirror plane any longer. Such growthinduced film anisotropy is most likely attributed to local distortion of the garnet cell by bismuth atoms and their ordering on the nonequivalent crystallographic sites during film growth. 39 Another source of enhanced quadratic susceptibility of Bi:YIG films has been proposed as lattice misfit strain in the deformed garnet layer near the substrate 37, 40 forming the polar axis along the film normal. Both mechanisms could be responsible for the breaking of inversion symmetry in the Bi:YIG layers in the MPCs and MMCs studied. The garnet films used are heavily doped by Bi atoms (one Bi atom for two Y atoms), thus large distortions in the dodecahedral, rare-earth-ion sublattice of the garnet crystal cell are expected. The polar axis along the Bi:YIG film normal can also be produced by film sputtering on the fused quartz substrate or amorphous silicon dioxide layers and subsequent high-temperature annealing of the Bi:YIG layer with two nonequivalent-garnet-air and garnet-silicon dioxideinterfaces.
However, a description of microscopic mechanisms of inversion-symmetry breaking in Bi:YIG films remains incomplete. We use the macroscopic description of electricdipole SHG sources in garnet films, which deals with appropriate symmetry elements related to the whole garnet film. Bi:YIG films are treated as layers possessing the ϱm symmetry group with mirror planes perpendicular to the film plane. Take a Cartesian frame e x , e y , e z with the xy plane perpendicular to the symmetry planes m z . The xy plane is a film surface and the xz plane denotes the plane of incidence. The nonzero elements of the (2, 1) and (3, 1) tensors describing the magnetization-induced quadratic and cubic polarizations P i Table 1 . For comparison the nonzero elements of the (2, 0) and (3, 0) tensors defining the nonmagnetic component of the quadratic and cubic polarizations
Tensor elements are divided into the magnetization directions and polarization combinations to which they contribute.
In transparent materials elements of the (2, 0) and (3, 0) tensors are real values, but components of (2, 1) and (3, 1) tensors are imaginary values. Interference between nonmagnetic and magnetization-induced components of SH or TH fields, which leads to observation of magnetization-induced effects in the SH and TH intensities odd in the magnetization, requires absorption. This is the case for Bi:YIG films that have an absorption band above 550-500 nm, depending on the Bi content. 41 Bi:YIG film transparency in the red and IR regions allows the high-contrast, multiple interference of the fundamental radiation that results in pronounced PBG effects and localization of the fundamental field resonant with the microcavity mode.
SAMPLES AND SETUP
MMCs are formed from two dielectric Bragg reflectors and a ferromagnetic cavity spacer. The reflectors consist of five pairs of alternating quarter-wavelength-thick SiO 2 and Ta 2 O 5 layers. The cavity spacer is a Bi:YIG layer Bi 1.0 Y 2.0 Fe 5 O x . The spacer optical thickness is a half wavelength. MMCs are grown on a glass substrate by the rf sputtering of corresponding targets in an Ar ϩ atmosphere with sputtering pressure of 6 mTorr. Before fabrication of the top Bragg reflector the sample is annealed in air at 700°C for 20 min for residual oxidation and crystallization of the Bi:YIG spacer. The MMC samples have MC Ϸ 900 nm and MC Ϸ 1115 nm that correspond to Bi:YIG spacer thicknesses of Ϸ195 nm and 245 nm, respectively. Hereafter MC denotes the spectral position of the microcavity mode at normal incidence and is determined by the optical thickness of the layers forming the MMCs.
For MPCs MC is replaced by PC , which is related to the PBG center of the MPC at normal incidence. MPCs are fabricated from a stack of four repetitions of 3 PC /4-thick Bi:YIG layers and PC /4-thick SiO 2 layers with PC Ϸ 950 nm. 33 Topmost and bottommost layers of the MPCs are Bi:YIG. MPCs are grown on a fused quartz substrate by rf sputtering. After evaporation of each successive Bi:YIG layer, the sample is removed from the sputtering chamber and annealed in air at 700°C. Cleavages of MMCs and MPCs are studied with a fieldemission-scanning-electron microscope (FESEM). FESEM images are shown in Fig. 1 . Good reflector periodicity and sharp interfaces between magnetic garnet and dielectric layers are seen. Small, gradual increase of the upper garnet layer thicknesses in MPCs is apparently associated with different shrinkage of the garnet films during annealing and changes in sputtering rate due to the change in substrate temperature during sputtering. Hysteresis loops measured in a vibrating-sample magnetometer show that the coercivity of MPCs and MMCs is approximately 30 Oe for tangential field application. A saturating field that is slightly above 100 Oe indicates the easy-magnetization axis aligned along the Bi:YIG surfaces.
Spectroscopy of microcavities and one-dimensional photonic crystals implies tuning of the wave-vector component k z parallel to the periodicity direction. Two configu- rations of the nonlinear spectroscopy are used in the study. In the first one, the fundamental wavelength is tuned at the fixed angle of incidence . This mode is termed below ''spectroscopy in the frequency domain.'' The output of a nanosecond optical-parametric-oscillator laser system tunable from 720 nm to 1000 nm is used as the fundamental radiation. Laser energy is approximately 10 mJ per pulse, pulse width is below 2 ns, and laser spot area is 0.5 mm 2 . The case of tuning the angle of incidence while keeping the fundamental wavelength fixed is called angular spectroscopy or ''spectroscopy in the wave-vector domain.'' For this the 1064-nm output of a nanosecond, YAG laser is used. Energy is below 10 mJ per pulse, pulse width is approximately 15 ns, and the laser spot area is 1.0 mm 2 . Radiation at the SH or the TH wavelength is selected by an appropriate set of color and interference filters and detected by a photomultiplier tube. The SH-intensity spectrum acquired in the frequency domain is normalized over the spectral sensitivity of the detection system and tuning curve of the optical parametric oscillator by means of a SH-intensity reference channel operating with a slightly wedged, z-cut quartz plate and with the detection system identical to that in the sample channel.
The saturating dc magnetic field of strength up to 2 kOe that provides the single-domain state is applied tangentially to the samples for the longitudinal and transversal NOMOKE, or along the normal to the samples for the polar NOMOKE with a permanent FeNdB magnet.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Optical and Magneto-Optical Spectra of Magnetophotonic Crystals and Microcavities Figure 2 shows the transmission spectrum of a MMC. Low transmission is observed in the spectral region from 750 nm to 1000 nm where transmittance is decreased down to 10 Ϫ3 . This corresponds to the PBG of the microcavity. The PBG spectral width and the value of attenuation in the PBG are determined by the number of repetitions and the refractive-index difference in the SiO 2 -Ta 2 O 5 Bragg reflectors. A peak in the transmittance spectrum observed at 910 nm is attributed to the microcavity mode. The quality factor of the MMC is Q ϭ 0 /⌬ 0 Ϸ 75, where 0 is the resonant wavelength and ⌬ 0 is FWHM. The spectrum of the Faraday rotation angle F measured by crossed Glan-prism polarizer and analyzer is also shown in Fig. 2 . The F spectrum has a peak at the MMC mode where F is enhanced up to Ϫ1.5°. This corresponds to an effective rotation value of Ϫ7.7°/m, which is Ϸ50 times larger than the Faraday rotation in a single Bi:YIG film on the same substrate measured at this wavelength.
The optical transmission spectrum of a MPC is shown in Fig. 3 . The spectral region from 850 nm to 1100 nm with a small transmittance indicates the PBG. The smallest transmittance value is reached at Ϸ 965 nm and is approximately 0.10. Outside the PBG, the optical spectrum shows interference fringes, where transmittance is increased up to 0.9. F is enhanced up to Ϫ0.8°a t the long-wavelength edge of the PBG at 1100 nm. This corresponds to an effective value of Ϫ0.75°/m, which is approximately 8 times larger than the Faraday rotation in the single Bi:YIG film at this wavelength. For the wavelengths tuned inside the PBG, Faraday rotation is strongly suppressed. Peaks of F at 750 nm and 
B. Resonant Second-and Third-Harmonic Generation in Magnetophotonic Microcavities
The SHG spectra of MMC are presented in Fig. 4 . The spectra have peaks in the fundamental wavelength interval from 850 nm to 880 nm. For oblique angles of incidence, the modes are shifted to the shorter fundamental wavelength and observed at ϭ MC (1 Ϫ n YIG Ϫ2 sin 2 ) 1/2 , where n YIG is the refractive index of the Bi:YIG spacer. The peak positions correlate with the microcavity modes for the s-and p-polarized fundamental radiation and are separated by 10 nm. The SH intensity I 2 at the microcavity mode is enhanced by a factor of at least 10 3 relative to that outside the PBG, where fundamental wave propagation is allowed. The quality factor of the SHG resonances Q 2 Ϸ 160 Ϯ 5, which is approximately twice as large as Q . The SH intensity is negligible at the PBG edge of the MMC, where phase-matched SHG from layers forming mirrors is expected. 5, 7 Thus the SiO 2 -Ta 2 O 5 Bragg reflectors are considered linear media. The SHG enhancement is due to the spatial localization of the resonant fundamental radiation in the spacer. The negligible SHG signal observed in the s-in, s-out and p-in, s-out polarization combinations confirms the symmetry considerations for nonzero elements of the (2, 0) and (2, 1) tensors. Similar resonant enhancement produced by fundamental radiation localization is observed in THG. Figure 5 shows the angular THG spectra measured in the p-in, p-out and s-in, s-out polarization combinations. These polarization combinations are the only ones allowed in the case of nonmagnetic THG in the in-plane isotropic films. The angular spectra have the peaks of the TH intensity I 3 at the angle of incidence corresponding to the resonance of the fundamental radiation with the microcavity mode. As in the case of the SHG, p-and s-polarized modes are shifted by 1.5°-2°relative to each other.
The spectral splitting of the SHG peaks for s-and p-polarized fundamental waves is associated with the splitting of the microcavity modes for these polarization states that is most likely a manifestation of the straininduced anisotropy of the Bi:YIG layer and of the nonequal diagonal elements of the permittivity tensor. Birefringence in the Bi-substituted iron garnet films with optical axis along the film normal 42 is attributed to a mismatch in the film and substrate lattice parameters as well as to the lattice distortions from the Fe ions on the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. 43 In polycrystalline garnet films prepared on quartz substrates, uniaxial optical anisotropy accompanied by magnetic anisotropy can also be induced by garnet lattice distortions due to O vacancies Figure 6 shows SH intensity as a function of the fundamental wavelength measured in the MMC with MC Ϸ 900 nm for opposite directions of the dc magnetic field applied in the transversal configuration M ϭ (0, M Y , 0) . 34 The SH intensity is enhanced as the fundamental wave is tuned across the microcavity mode. The ratio of the intensities for opposite directions of the magnetic field is almost 2. Spectral dependence of the magnetic contrast in the SH intensity ϭ (I ϩ Ϫ I Ϫ )/(I ϩ ϩ I Ϫ ), where ϩ and Ϫ denote directions of the field, is shown in the inset of Fig. 6 . achieves values of 0.3 and appears to be independent of the wavelength. Inverting the magnetic field direction varies only the SH intensity, and no spectral shifts of SHG resonances are observed. Figure 7 shows the SH intensity as a function of the angle of incidence measured in the MMC with MC Ϸ 1115 nm in the transversal NOMOKE configuration. Inverting the magnetic field direction varies I 2 by a factor of Ϸ4. The angular spectrum of the SHG magnetic contrast shown in the inset of Fig. 7 is independent of the angle of incidence and achieves values of 0.65.
C. MSHG in Magnetophotonic Microcavities

Transversal NOMOKE in MSHG: Intensity and Phase Effects
Magnetization-induced changes of the relative phase of the SH wave are observed through SHG interferometry. 44 The SHG interference patterns are obtained by translation along the laser beam of the SHG reference sample, thus varying the distance l between the reference and the MMC sample. The SHG reference sample is a 30-nmthick InSnO x oxide film deposited on a fused quartz plate. The total SH intensity I 2 (l, M) is produced by the coherent sum of the SH waves from the reference E 2 r and the MMC sample E 2 (M):
where k ϭ 2⌬n/ with ⌬n ϭ n 2 Ϫ n describing air dispersion, ⌽ rs is the phase difference between the reference and sample SH waves, and ␣ Ͻ 1 is the phenomenological parameter accounting for both spatial and temporal coherence of the laser pulses. Changing the magnetic field direction to the opposite one shifts the SHG interference patterns by almost half a period. This indicates the shift of the relative SH phase at Ϸ180°. The angular dependence of the SH phase shifts measured at the vicinity of the mode is shown in Fig. 8 . The phase shifts areslightly smaller than 180°and almost constant in .
The SH intensity variations that are odd in the magnetization are observed only in the transversal NOMOKE configuration. In the p-in, p-out polarization combination, the nonmagnetic (crystallographic) SH field E NM is induced by the zzz , zxx , and xxz elements of the (2, 0) tensor. The magnetization-induced SH field E M exp(i M ) is generated by the xzzY , zxzY , and xxxY elements of the (2, 1) tensor and is shifted in phase by M with respect to the E NM field. Interference of the nonmagnetic and magnetization-induced SH fields leads to the cross term Ϯ2E
NM E M cos M in the SH intensity. This term changes sign upon reversal of the magnetic field direction and results in the SH intensity variations, which are linear in M. The relative value of these variations depends on the phase shift M . The constant value of in the vicinity of the microcavity mode indicates that the SH fields E NM and E M are enhanced similarly as a result of fundamental field localization. For the 1064-nm fundamental wavelength, M takes values close to 0°or to 180°for opposite directions of M. This is seen in phase measurements, where the magnetization-induced shift of the relative SH phase is close to 180°. For small refraction angle in the Bi:YIG layer and M Ϸ 0, the ratio between E NM and E M can be estimated as
This gives the ratio of xxxY M Y / zxx Ϸ 0.15 for Ϸ 0.65.
Longitudinal and Polar NOMOKE in MSHG:
Polarization Effects Figure 9 shows dependences of the SH intensity on the orientation angle ⌰ of the analyzer axis measured for opposite directions of magnetic field applied in the longitudinal NOMOKE configuration. 35 The fundamental radiation is s polarized and its wavelength is 868 nm, which corresponds to the microcavity mode. The SH wave is strongly linearly polarized. The longitudinal NOMOKE manifests itself in the magnetization-induced rotation of the SH wave polarization. The angle of polarization rotation is ⌬⌰ ϭ 38°for angle of incidence of 30°and almost ⌬⌰ ϭ 48°for 15°incidence.
The magnetization-induced rotation of the SH wave polarization plane is increased as the fundamental radiation is tuned to the long-wavelength region. Figure 10 shows the SH-wave polarization diagrams measured for the s-polarized fundamental radiation with ϭ 1064 nm. Magnetization-induced rotation of the polarization plane up to ⌬⌰ ϭ 85°is observed, while for the p-polarized fundamental radiation the ⌬⌰ value is Ϸ60°.
In the longitudinal NOMOKE configuration, the nonmagnetic and magnetization-induced SH fields are polarized orthogonally, E NM being p-polarized and E M , s-polarized, respectively. The magnetization-induced effects appear in rotation of the polarization plane of the total SH light. The SH intensity depends on the analyzer angle ⌰ as Fig. 9 . SH-wave polarization diagrams measured for opposite directions of magnetic field applied in the longitudinal configuration to the MMC with MC Ϸ 900 nm. The angle of incidence is (a) 15°or (b) 30°. The zeroth value of the analyzer angle corresponds to the p-polarized SH wave. Curves are the fit to intensity of the linearly polarized wave. where the phase shift M describes the SH-field ellipticity, and subscripts s and p indicate the polarization of corresponding SH fields. The SH wave is considered as linearly polarized with M Ϸ 0. The rotation angle of the SH-field polarization on reversal of the magnetic field direction is estimated as ⌬⌰ Ϸ 2 arctan(E s M /E p NM ) and depends on the ratio of corresponding elements of the (2, 0) and (2, 1) tensors. 35 For the longitudinal NOMOKE configuration and the s-polarized fundamental radiation
For ⌬⌰ 2 ϭ 48°and ϭ 15°this gives the ratio yyyX M X / zyy Ϸ 0.1 at ϭ 870 nm, which is close to the value of the xxxY M Y / zxx ratio estimated in transversal NOMOKE. For ⌬⌰ 2 ϭ 85°, ϭ 28°, it gives the ratio yyyX M X / zyy Ϸ 0.15 at ϭ 1064 nm. The spectrum of the polar NOMOKE is shown in Fig.  11 . Tuning the fundamental wavelength through the microcavity mode leads to a gradual increase of ⌬⌰ from 1°t o 7°. In the polar NOMOKE configuration, E s M is yielded by three sources. First is generation of the s-polarized, magnetization-induced SH field by the yxzZ element
with F i ⍀ as the Green'sfunction correction for the corresponding component of the SH-or fundamental-wave amplitudes 45 and I as the fundamental-wave intensity. The second source is the generation of the s-polarized SH field through the yzy element of the crystallographic quadratic susceptibility
, where ⌰ is the linear (Faraday) rotation angle of the fundamental wave. The Faraday rotation of the fundamental radiation is greatly enhanced at the resonance with the microcavity mode as a result of multiple reflection in the Bi:YIG spacer 30 that is directly attributed to the nonreciprocity of the light propagation in the magnetic materials. Faraday rotation of the initially p-polarized fundamental wave is equivalent to the appearance of the s-polarized component of the fundamental radiation that allows generation of the s-polarized SH wave in the m-in, s-out polarization combination. The third source of the s-polarized SH wave is the Faraday rotation of the p-polarized SH wave E s,3
, where ⌰ 2 is the Faraday rotation angle of the SH wave. For small angles of incidence the contribution of the zzz susceptibility element is small and
For the correct calculation of the total SH-wave polarization rota- 
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is wavelength-independent since the elements of the (2, 0) and (2, 1) tensors are constant within the narrow spectral region of the MC mode. The term ⌰ 2 is also independent of because of large absorption at the SH wavelength. The second term ⌰/2 as a function of and reaches a maximum for oblique angles of incidence when the s and p modes are overlapped. Note that the rotation of the SH field polarization plane through nonmagnetic quadratic susceptibility relates strongly to the symmetry of the magnetic spacer since it requires a nonzero yzy element.
D. MTHG in Magnetophotonic Microcavities
Magnetization-induced effects on the intensity of THG were studied for the transversal NOMOKE configuration. A symmetry analysis shows that for this geometry of the magnetic field application, elements of the cubic susceptibility tensor (3, 1) , which are odd in the magnetization, lead to the appearance of additional contributions to the p-polarized THG signal. The experiments performed for the p-in, p-out polarization combination in the transver- sal NOMOKE do not reveal magnetization-induced variations of the THG intensity within the experimental accuracy, in contrast to a large magnetic variation in the SH intensity. To reveal a small magnetization-induced effect in the THG intensity, the following experimental scheme is chosen. The p-polarized THG intensity is measured while the polarization plane of the fundamental radiation is chosen to form an angle of 5-10°from the s polarization. For this polarization combination almost the entire magnetic component of the THG intensity generated by the zyyyX component is recorded that has interfered with a strongly suppressed, nonmagnetic p-in, p-out THG signal. Figure 12 shows the THG spectra measured in the wave-vector domain for the oppositely directed magnetic field in the transversal NOMOKE configuration. As in the magnetization-induced SHG, the THG magnetic contrast is determined by the expression 3 ϭ (I ϩ
, where I ϩ 3 and I Ϫ 3 are the THG intensities for the oppositely directed magnetic fields. The measured value of the magnetic contrast in the THG intensity is found to be Ϸ0.1 for the angles of incidence corresponding to the resonance with the microcavity mode.
The observed THG magnetic contrast is due to the THG by the (3, 1) components and their interference with the nonmagnetic components due to the internal homodyne effect. This results in the revelation of a weak magnetic THG contribution against the background of a much stronger nonmagnetic THG. In this case, an estimate can be made for the zyyyX element as zyyyX Ϸ 10 Ϫ3 eff (3) , where eff (3) is the effective nonmagnetic cubic susceptibility responsible for the generation of the p-polarized TH field with s-or mixed-polarized fundamental radiation. Figure 13 shows the spectrum of the SH intensity measured in MPC for the p-in, s-out polarization combination in the longitudinal NOMOKE configuration. The spectrum demonstrates the resonance enhancement at Ϸ 1055 nm. The spectral position of the peak correlates with the long-wavelength PBG edge, which is blueshifted from 1110 nm for oblique angles of incidence. In the p-in, s-out polarization combination the nonmagnetic (crystallographic) SH field E 2 NM induced by the (2, 0) tensor is zero. Thus in longitudinal NOMOKE configuration as M ϭ (M X , 0, 0), the SH intensity is entirely associated with the magnetization-induced SH field E 2 M induced by the yxxX and yzzX elements of the (2, 1) tensor. The MSHG enhancement in MPCs is interpreted as the result of phase matching achieved when the fundamental wavelength is tuned across the PBG edge. This stems from comparison of amplitudes of the SHG resonances at PBG edges.
E. Phase-Matched MSHG in Magnetophotonic Crystals
The intensity enhancement at the longwavelength PBG edge of a MPC is at least five times larger than that at the short-wavelength edge. Spatial localization of the optical field is similar at both PBG edges, and the SHG enhancement yielded by this mechanism is expected to be the same order of magnitude. Inverting the magnetic field direction does not change the value of the SH intensity, indicating that E 2 NM ϭ 0. This is in contrast to the p-in, p-out polarization combination. In the transversal NOMOKE configuration the nonmagnetic SH field E 2 NM interferes with the magnetizationinduced SH field E 2 M exp(i M ). The intensity cross term Ϯ2E 2 NM E 2 M cos M changes sign on changing the magnetic field direction and manifests the internal homodyne effect in MSHG. This term leads to variations of the SH intensity that are linear in M and depend on the relative phase M between E 2 NM and E 2 M . Figure 14 shows the SHG spectra measured for opposite directions of the magnetic field in the transversal NOMOKE configuration. The SH intensity is enhanced manyfold in the vicinity of 1050 nm corresponding to the phase-matched conditions for SHG at the long-wavelength PBG edge of the MPC. Changing the magnetic field direction varies the SH intensity approximately by a factor of seven at Ϸ 1055 nm, which indicates the noticeable interference between the E 2 NM and E 2 M fields. At Ϸ 1025 nm the SH intensity for one of the magnetic field directions is close to zero. This means that the contrast of the magnetization-induced variations in the SH intensity is close to unity, which is the upper limit for SHG magnetic contrast. 
CONCLUSIONS
In summary the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr effect has been studied in magnetophotonic crystals and microcavities. Magnetization-induced second-harmonic generation was observed in MMCs with the spacer formed from Bi-substituted yttrium iron garnet. Localization of the fundamental radiation resonant with the microcavity mode in the garnet spacer enhances manyfold the absolute values of both nonmagnetic (crystallographic) SHG and MSHG in the MMCs. The transversal NOMOKE in SHG reveals itself in the magnetization-induced variation of the SH intensity with the magnetic contrast up to 0.65, and in the large close to 180°shift of the relative SH phase. The large, up to 85°magnetization-induced rotation of the SH-wave-polarization plane is observed for the longitudinal NOMOKE configuration.
Multiplereflection interference of the resonant fundamental radiation enhances additively the Faraday rotation of the fundamental-wave polarization. This results in enhancement of the SH-wave-polarization rotation in the polar configuration of the magnetic field.
Noticeable NOMOKE is observed in THG from MPCs. Magnetization-induced variations of the TH intensity with magnetic contrast up to 0.10 are observed in the transversal NOMOKE configuration.
MSHG reveals an intensity enhancement by a factor of more than 10 2 when the fundamental radiation is tuned across the PBG gap edge of MPCs consisting of stacks of magnetic garnet layers. The enhancement is a manifestation of the phase matching for MSHG fulfilled at the PBG edge of MPCs.
